
Better at Danish
 
Get better at reading, spelling and writing - get free Danish lessons

Do you think it is difficult to spell and write Danish, or do you have an employee who could benefit from 
improving their Danish? We have an FVU team in Danish at FOF, you can strengthen your spelling, rea-
ding skills, grammar and written presentation. The classes can be a great help in connection with one’s 
everyday life, work or education. 

The classes are free, both if you participate as an individual or on a company team. 

Danish lessons for private individuals

Better at Danish - for your sake

It is so important that you can speak and write Danish if you live in Denmark. Both for your own sake, 
but also for the sake of your children. There is a lot of written information from the school, but also from 
the municipality and the state. At FOF, we help you each week to take one small step at a time. We offer 
classes in several locations in Esbjerg, Fanø, Varde and Vejen municipalities, but before we start the clas-
ses, you must take part in an interview so that we can find the right class for you.

Teaching locations:

· Ølgod - Ølgod School
· Fanø - Nordby School
· Esbjerg - FOF, Kongensgade 70
· Varde - Lykkesgårdskole
· Ribe - Seminariehuset
· Blåvand - The Citizen’s House
· Brørup - Brørup School

Overview of FVU:

There are 5 levels of Danish Classes, but FOF has actually created one more level, which we call ”Danish 
Intro”. Here you get inspired and try your hand at the Danish language - perhaps for the first time. You 
start at the level that corresponds to your current knowledge of Danish.

· Danish intro: Classes for those who have no or almost no prior knowledge of Danish. Here we start by 
 learning the language from scratch.

· FVU-Start: 
 If you have Danish as a second language and lack a little, FVU-start is the course for you. Here we work 
 on improving our language with conversational exercises and small written assignments.
 After 80 classes at FVU start, you must take a test on a computer for your admission to FVU Danish.

· FVU-Danish Tier 1: 
 Here, work is done with short messages and light texts with correct words.
 It ends with a test.

· FVU-Danish Tier 2:
 At this stage we work, among other things, with words that are not spelled as they are pronounced.
 It ends with a test. Passing the test Step 2 contributes to you being able to apply for a residence permit
 in Denmark



· FVU-Danish Tier 3: 
 Here we work with different text types and grammatical understanding.
 It ends with a test.

· FVU-Danish Tier 4:
 Offers debate articles and advanced Danish as well as loanwords from other languages.  
 It ends with a test. 
 Passing the test at Tier 4 contributes to you being able to apply for Danish citizenship. You can also use 
 FVU Danish to enter a vocational education or further education.

Who can participate in FVU Danish?

The teaching is for citizens who want to improve their Danish. It is targeted at adults over 25 years of age. 
If you are under 25 years of age, contact us to find out more about your options on tel. 2923 5528 or via 
email fvu@fof-vest.dk

When does the teaching take place?

We teach mainly in the afternoon/evening, but we also have some morning classes. There is continuous 
recording, so you start the lessons as soon as you have been interviewed.

Your options after FVU Danish?

FVU-Danish gives the opportunity to progress in the Danish education system.

Passing Tier 2 helps you apply for a residence permit in Denmark, and by-passing Tier 4, you meet the 
minimum language requirements, so you have the opportunity to apply for Danish citizenship.

Price

You do not pay for the lessons in FVU Danish.
It is free for you to participate in the classes.

Do you need help or have questions?

We are always ready to advise you and guide you in relation to the teaching here with us and all the pos-
sibilities in general. If you have any questions regarding Danish lessons, please contact us on 
tel. 2923 5528 or via email fvu@fof-vest.dk
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